FROM: SUSLO LONDON 181635Z PRIORITY TO: USCIB COORDINATOR

TOP SECRET

FROM CHILES, YOUR O826242Z. FOLLOWING 2 PATENTS HELD BY MONSIEUR JOSEPH AUGUSTE RAFFALI OF 19 RUE DES ECOLES, CHATOU (SEINE ET OISE) FOR 'PERFECTIONNEMENTS AUXROUES DES TYPES': FRANCE 584598 ISSUED 31 JANUARY 1951 AND BELGIUM 33116 ISSUED 7 JUNE 1951. SPECIFICATIONS BOTH PATENTS ARE IDENTICAL AND COPY THEREOF SENT YOU IN GEN 933 ITEM 1 TODAY.

PARA 2. ONE LICENSE TO MANUFACTURE DEVICE, FRANCE ONLY, GRANTED UNDER FRENCH PATENT TO MONSIEUR RENE PRESSEQ DE CHAUNY OF 35 RUE DE LA BIENFAISANCE, PARIS (8). THIS IS SMALL FIRM WHICH MAKES AND MAINTAINS FRENCH CIPHER MACHINES AND DOES SPECIAL ENGINEERING FOR THEIR AIR MINISTRY. NO APPLICATIONS PENDING FOR OTHER PATENTS OR LICENSES.

PARA 3. FRENCH PATENT IS "DEPOSITED" UNDER FRENCH SECURITY LAW, TO BE WITHHELD FROM PUBLICATION FOR 5 YEARS.

PARA 4. SAW RAFFALI IN OFFICE OF COLONEL VEURON LACROIX. RAFFALI SAID THAT AFTER DECEMBER THEY CAN MANUFACTURE PER YEAR 50,000 WHEELS WITH TWO SETS TYPES EACH, IF WE ARE INTERESTED.

ACTION: AFSA-123
AFSA-131

PARAPHRASE NOT REQUIRED.
CONSULT CRYPTO CENTER BEFORE DECLASSIFYING.

181635Z

[Declassified and approved for release by NSA on 06-17-2014 pursuant to E.O. 13526]